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	Comments:: The finish of the rowing stroke is sometimes neglected as the primary focus of many is on the catch.  However executing a good finish is important for a number of reasons with one being that it is difficult to have a good and controlled catch unless you have a correct finish.  The finish commences as the hands approach the body (handles about 15cm from the body) and completes after the rock-over of the pelvis.Yes, that means it overlaps with the finish of the drive and the commencement of the recovery, so don't treat it in isolation.
	Video Detail1: Video Notes
	Session Focus Title1: Session Focus
	Session Detail Title1: Session Details
	Video Description1: It is vital to have the handle heights set correctly for all athletes otherwise it is extremely difficult to execute a good catch
	Session Focus1: Make sure that the athlete understands what is needed for them to check their own heights every time that they get into a boat
	Session Detail1: Once the heights are correct make sue that the athlete understands why the height is so important.Ask them to do a few strokes deliberately holding the handle too high and too low to understand the reasoning and need to have this correct every time the row in order to be able to have a productive and enjoyable row.
	Video Description2: This is a vital video for all athletes to understand as it covers most of the common issues that we see with the finish.
	Session Focus2: Work through the six items in order and emphasise the need for each component and then try to combine them all in each stroke.
	Session Detail2: The goal of this session is to understand the need to avoid the 6 mistakes.  We find that the easiest way to do this is to have the athletes focus on each of the six independently and deliberately engineer the mistake and then deliberately correct it.  This way they will gain a much better understanding of the issue and the solution 
	Video Description3: This video explains and demonstrates the correct pelvic rock-over position and why it is important
	Session Focus3: The focus is to understand the benefits of a correct rock-over and be able to translate that into the rowing stroke.
	Session Detail3: If possible, train on a fit ball and on an ergo before getting into the boat.  Once in the boat practice the same movements and understand the sensation of executing a good pelvic rock-over.Practice this movement and ensure that the pelvis drives the rock-over rather than the shoulders dragging the pelvis over.  
	Video Description4: The correct elbow position is important and easier practiced on the ergo under supervision or in front of a mirror.
	Session Focus4: The correct elbow position at the finish achieves a few items:The athlete can apply more power if the elbows are outHaving the elbows out and up improves the posture and assists in sitting tall
	Session Detail4: Practice on the ergo first and try to do it correctly and then poorly to grasp the difference.Be very careful to make sure that the athletes shoulders do not lift at the same time as the elbows are out and up.  Once understood then translate to the boat to ensure that the blade is buried until the finish with a clean tap out.
	Video to WatchRow1: Often a different perspective will assist in improving the ability of the athlete to hold the finish.
	Session Focus5: Understanding the concept of applying power all the way to the tap-out is important for a good and powerful finish.  
	Session Detail5: The goal here is to maintain power on the handle and more importantly in the water until the moment of the tap out.  Maintaining a bend in the oar to this point not only assists in driving the boat forward but it leaves a cavity behind the blade that assists in having a clean exit from the water.
	Program Name: Improve your Finish - Sculling
	Team Name: 
	Technique Notes: There are a number of items to look for in executing a good finish and for a number of reasons:If the pelvis rock-over is not undertaken correctly this:- keeps the handles lower in the boat leading to the blades being too shallow- can increase the likelihood of back injury- makes it difficult to achieve the correct catch position early in the recovery- tends to leave the weight if the athletes in the bow of the boat slowing it down.Keeping weight on the blade right up to the tap-out is important:- keeps accelerating the boat with the body being supported by the pressure on the face of the blade, propelling the boat.- created a small gap behind the blade to assist in a smooth exit- to do this correctly the handle must be drawn up to sternum height every strokeFlexibility is also important, particularly the hamstrings and glutes.  We suggest incorporate a stretching regime into the program for all athletes.If you need an incentive to execute a clean finish:  Most crabs are caught at the finishHence, work on a clean and powerful finish together with a deliberate rock-over into a strong position ready for the catch.
	Video Heading: Videos in this Program in Order
	Video1: 1. The Perfect Gate/Handle Height
	Video2:  2. Six mistakes beginners make at the finish
	Video3: 3. Pelvis rockover
	Video4:  4. Elbows at the Finish - Practice on the Ergo
	Video5:  5. Pushing down into the water at the finish


